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Refuting Simplicity: the Destruction of Diego Rivera’s Mural at Rockefeller Center  

 In the chaotic and hectic nature of modern life the contemporary individual is 

perpetually seeking to streamline, shorten and simplify. Yet intuitively we know that 

complexity is omnipresent and absolute truths are almost never instantly apparent. It is 

our responsibility as academics to reveal through further examination, more satisfying 

answers to our questions.  

 Man at the Crossroads Looking to the Future with Hope and Vision to the 

Choosing of a New and Better Future is the lengthy title of the Rockefeller Center mural 

commission extended to Diego Rivera in 1932 by the Rockefeller Family. The accepted 

history of modern muralism would lead us to believe, that Diego Rivera who aligned 

political as a communist protested his capitalist patronage by evolving a minor worker 

figure from the preliminary approved compositions, into an undeniable portrait of 

Communist icon Vladimir Lenin. This predominant explanation requires that the 

presence of this figure alone made the mural unacceptable and lead to the destruction of 

the mural. This claim is untenable if one looks beyond the Lenin detail and considers the 

mural as a whole.1  

                                                 
1 See Image One. Man at the Crossroads Looking to the Future with Hope and Vision to the Choosing of a New and Better Future by 
Diego Rivera from 1932-1933. 
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 The power dynamic underscoring the context of this mural becomes evident when 

we consider the goals of both the artist and the patron. For their part the Rockefellers 

perceived Rivera as a valuable asset in many ways. He was the symbol of the emerging 

socially motivated Mexican artistic aesthetic and an association with Rivera had the 

potential to garner the Rockefeller family greater standing with the Mexican government 

through cultural recognition and appreciation. Rivera was an equally shrewd and an 

active participant in this interaction. He realized that an association with the Rockefeller 

family had the potential to propel his artistic stature to one of international fame and 

celebrity.   

 Crossroads consists of a juxtaposition of two realities. The thematic parameter of 

a crossroads, given by the Rockefellers in the commission negotiations, lent itself well to 

a comparison by Rivera of the capitalist system of governance and the communist system 

of governance, framed visually as a contrasting comparison. Ultimately, this contrast 

between the two forms aided the controversy Rivera explored the role of racism and labor 

while also measuring the quality of life within the two systems in the mural. In the 

communist reality all people were joined together as equals: brothers and sisters. While in 

the capitalist reality they were segregated by class and race. Whereas the communist 

vision provided for harmony employing imagery of waving red flags and the united 

voices of the workers, the capitalist reality is conversely peppered with riots, segregation 

and battle scenes. 2 The final appraisal of this mural can find no other conclusion than 

one, which posits the communist reality as superior to the capitalist reality.  

                                                 
2 See Image Three detail of Crossroads Communist society and Image Four detail of Crossroads Capitalist society.  
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When we consider the mural as composed by Rivera and approved by the 

Rockefellers one sees that the figure of Lenin is a minor component of the composition. 

In fact the larger issue which has gone largely unexplored is one of the direct appeals for 

the Communist state in an American context. Rivera ironically painted this vision in a 

temple built to affirm the enduring nature of capitalism. Crossroads raises issues of 

American race and labor relations. These issues were viewed uniquely by Rivera who as 

a Mexican communist retained an outsider or divergent perspective. The surprising aspect 

arising from these circumstances was not that a Communist painter would view the 

capitalist world in a negative fashion, but that this work would be formally approved and 

patronized by capitalists. 

As the controversy over the mural unfolded the Rockefeller family positioned 

themselves in such a way as to make it appear publicly that they had no way of knowing 

what Rivera would paint. i However, this is not a possible explanation when we consider 

the heavily negotiated commission contract a document drafted to such a minuscule level 

that the number of enamel gloss coats to be applied over the finished mural was specified. 

The most important part of the commission contract for our purposes is that the initial 

sketches were required to be submitted and approved before they could be transformed, 

through the complex fresco process, onto the walls of Rockefeller Center. Another theory 

surrounding the destruction of the mural was the Rockefeller family could not have 

known the political inclinations of Rivera. This idea is preposterous when we consider 

the works of art which were acquired by Abbey Rockefeller a foundational member of 

the Mexican Arts Association.   
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The Mexican Arts Association was begun in 1930, with an initial contribution of 

15,000 dollars from John D. Rockefeller Jr., for their second retrospective the association 

“hit upon the name of Diego Rivera as suitable for their first widely publicized 

undertaking.” ii The choice of Diego Rivera by the Mexican Arts Association was the 

result of the intersection of Alfred H. Barr as director and the Rockefellers desire to 

solicit the good feelings of the Mexican government. The Mexican Arts Association 

headed by Abbey Rockefeller was largely responsible for the American artistic acclaim 

that Rivera came to enjoy in the early 1930’s. It was through Rivera’s affiliation with the 

Mexican Arts Association that he gains the invitation of a one-man show from the 

MOMA.  

To fully realize the power and influence of the Rockefeller Family we must 

disregard the titles of their various organizations. We must view these titles: Mexican 

Arts Association, MOMA and Standard Oil as synonymous with Rockefeller. Alfred H. 

Barr was the first director of the MOMA who operated under a great professional and 

personal desire as all curators of an emerging institutions do, to raise the status of their 

institution. In this case Barr was specifically concerned with raising the status of modern 

art in America. 3 Barr was the first art historian to initiate a class in Modern Art at 

Wellesley College in 1926 and it was his desire stated to create an audience for the 

emerging modern art aesthetic. iii This desire leads him to curate the first MOMA 

retrospective on the work of European modernist Max Weber. Indeed the Weber 

retrospective quite possibly served as the impetus for the Rivera’s one-man show by 

                                                 
3 Success for Barr was achieved culminated with the blockbuster Picasso retrospective that he curated in 1939.  
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focusing MOMA attentions toward Rivera (Weber and Rivera studied together at the 

Académie Julian between 1905-1908).  

Rivera fulfilled both of Barr’s criteria for a one-man retrospecitve. He was on the 

assent to superstardom, which would enhance to the stature of the MOMA and he was a 

modernist. Yet more importantly Rivera had been selected by the Rockefeller Family 

who exerted tremendous influence over the MOMA.  Barr was well aware of the 

importance of the Rockefeller stamp of approval through his capacities as the personal art 

advisor to the Rockefeller Family. 

The creation of the Mexican Arts Association by this particular group of 

philanthropists, at this time, warrants further examination. Why would wealthy American 

capitalists formulate a taste for socially conscious Mexican art? To answer this question 

we must consider the global context of both art and commerce.  Especially when we as 

they pertain to the global political context of this time and the confluence that this context 

has in connection with the Rockefeller Family.  

All art is a reflection of the society in which it is created. The art coming from a 

particular society cannot be considered without regard for the political elements which 

are active within that society, nor should attempts be made to isolate political dynamics 

from art historical analysis. In most cases a deeper understanding is to be reached only 

through the recognition and inclusion of the socio-political elements underscoring the 

context of the work.  From this perspective it is clear that any analysis of Rivera’s work 

must include a discussion of his political beliefs and the way in which his political beliefs 

operate in the conception, execution and reception of his work especially in reference to 

the Rockefeller commission.  
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To fully understand the desire of the Rockefeller’s to create an atmosphere of 

goodwill between themselves and the Mexican government we must expand the 

discussion slightly. Going back to 1890 with the passage of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act 

and examining the decision in Standard Oil of New Jersey vs. the United States from 

1911 where the Supreme Court ruled that the Standard Oil Company, wholly Rockefeller 

owned and operated, would be forced to divide its U.S. Operations. The termination of 

the U.S. Standard Oil Monopoly prompted the Rockefeller’s to expand their oil interests 

into international markets. These markets were highly accessible given that international 

trade regulations and prohibitions were almost non-existent. By invoking the saliency of 

territorial national sovereignty, nations at this time for the most part granted the right to 

one another to do as they wished within their own territorial borders. iv Therefore, while 

the Sherman Act may have prevented Standard Oil from achieving a monopoly in the 

United States there was no over-arching global legislation to prevent the Rockefellers 

from achieving an international monopoly, which they certainly attempted. The legacy of 

their success is still evident today with more than sixty international divisions of Standard 

Oil remaining worldwide.   

The oil industry was an emerging one at the turn of the twentieth century. By the 

1930’s, with mass produced cars that were widely accessible to the general population, 

the oil industry was growing into the behemoth that we know it to be today. Additionally 

the outlook on oil resources was quite different in the 1930’s. Beginning in 1901 with the 

discovery of oil in Tampico; Mexico became the largest producer of oil second only to 

the U.S. In 1930 Mexico was producing 25% of the world’s oil, by the close of the 30’s 

the Mexican subsidiary of Standard Oil, Compania Transcontinental de Petroleo, held 
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Standard Oil land interests of approximately 200, 000 acres. v It is essential to this 

analysis to note that Standard Oil was heavily invested in Mexico during the same time 

period from 1901 to 1938 that the Rockefeller Family was extending the Rockefeller 

Center commission to a person who was the cultural embodiment of Mexico: Diego 

Rivera.  

Naturally having substantial oil property interests in Mexico the Rockefeller’s 

were interested in the Mexican political climate as it pertained to their buisness interests. 

This is especially true in light of the tensions arising between the Mexican government 

and foreign investors at this time over the potential regulation of foreign ownership of oil 

companies operating in Mexico by the Mexican government.  

The political climate of Mexico between 1930, when the Mexican Arts 

Association first offered the MOMA show to Rivera, and February 1933, when the 

Rockefeller Center mural was destroyed, was characterized by terse relations between the 

Mexican government and the oil industry each was side perpetually distrustful of the 

other. In 1927 tensions had grown to such a degree that war seemed eminent. These 

tensions were eased only when President Plutarco Elías Calles threaten to burn the oil 

fields producing a “conflagration” in the oil wells of Tampico that “would light up the 

sky all the way to New Orleans.” vi   

 In 1930 President Plutarco Elías Calles was the seated Mexican President; he was 

a powerful man who would remain in control of the country even after the formal 

election of a new President. Calles protégé and therefore next president was Lázaro 

Cárdenas. Historically he is best remembered, at the insistence of Calles, for the 

nationalization of foreign oil industry holdings in 1938. Plutarco Elías Calles is best 
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classified as a socialist. He was influenced by European philosophers and systems of 

government. Calles challenged the privileged role that American corporations held in 

Mexico. He questioned the Bucareli Agreements of 1923 between the U.S. and Mexico. 

These agreements extended property rights to foreigners,’ by questioning the continuance 

of these agreements the business interests of Standard Oil were undeniably threatened.  

The Bucareli Agreements where enacted by the Mexican government only after 

the U.S. offered to extend formal diplomatic relations, to the post-revolution government 

of Mexico. vii The recognition of the post-revolutionary Mexican government by the U.S. 

was critical in establishing the stability of the fledgling government. Thus when the 

Bucareli Agreements were reached the two parties did not come to the table as equals. 

Hence as the post-revolutionary government endured and stabilized the Bucareli 

Agreements were questioned by subsequent Mexican presidential administrations. At this 

critical moment for foreign investors such as the Rockefellers formal government 

channels of communication had failed and the oil industry was nearing crisis with 

tempers were running high.  

The Rockefeller’s hedged their bet through an artistic gesture of goodwill. In 

1929 as talks between the Mexican government and the oil industry stalled. We see at this 

time the Rockefellers begin to formulate a taste for Mexican art via the Mexican Arts 

Association. Rivera was selected by the Rockefeller Family in an attempt to create an 

informal channel of communication with the Mexican government. This was an 

influential family: the Rockefellers in the words of Collier and Horowitz were well aware 

that “philanthropy had a shrewdly practical side in which good works interfaced 

smoothly with power and a sense of control that could come from social movements.” viii 
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The convergence of Rivera, Rockefeller and Calles created enormous potential if 

successful it would enable civil society to proceed where formal government actions had 

failed. The attentions of the Rockefellers lavished on Rivera can best be characterized as 

artistic diplomacy. 

 The intention of the Rockefellers was to show that commerce need not affect 

government. Savvy as they were wealth, the Rockefellers were fully aware of Rivera’s 

political inclinations both before and during the negotiations for the Rockefeller Center 

commission. Indeed the claim of ignorance is unsustainable when we consider Mrs. Abby 

Rockefeller purchased Rivera’s Soviet notebooks which chronicled Rivera’s observations 

and participation in the Tenth Anniversary Celebrations of the Russian Revolution in 

Moscow. These were highly favorable depictions visually praising the Communist form 

of government.ix Indeed the Rockefeller Family was well aware of Rivera’s political 

attitudes. The Rockefeller’s were willing to put political ideologies aside and even 

forgive an unflattering personal caricature of John D. Rockefeller in order to facilitate 

commerce and proceed with the Rockefeller Center mural commission offer in the hopes 

of improve relations with Mexican government. 

 The Rockefellers aimed to show that as members of the intellectual elite they 

were capable of respecting divergent political ideologies. Their hope was that the 

Mexican government would do likewise and provide for the continued operation of 

Standard Oil in Mexico through reciprocal arrangements despite the obvious capitalist 

business practices of the Rockefeller Family.  The evidence of this artistic diplomacy can 

be seen in the continued operation of Standard Oil in Mexico throughout the 1930’s until 

1938 when all communications ceased and the oil wells were nationalized. Up to 1938 
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Nelson Rockefeller would continue to interact with the Mexican government as a cultural 

emissary presenting himself to the Mexican government as President of the MOMA in 

lieu of Standard Oils largest stock holder and thus effective head. x 

The Rockefellers were by all accounts remarkably successful at inserting Rivera 

into American culture the Mexican Arts Association catapulted Rivera from relative 

American obscurity to a sold out one man show at the MOMA. Contemporary standards 

for major retrospectives have time line ranging from one to five years from conception to 

instillation of the show. In comparison the timeline for Rivera’s one-man show appears 

frantic, the offer was made in the middle of the summer and by November Rivera had 

arrived in New York City with less than one month before the opening of his show. The 

MOMA show came with the additional stipulation that Rivera create a body of work for 

the exhibition for as a muralist most of his major works were unmovable. The decision to 

honor a muralist so far from his major works is a curious choice.  

The ability of the Mexican Arts Association and the MOMA to provide the 

catalyst for Rivera’s American celebrity speaks to the Rockefeller’s role in American 

society as tastemakers, those capable of establishing what and who was in vogue at the 

time. MOMA art critic Russell Lynes writes, “There is no question the Rockefellers were 

the reigning family of the museum and that the dynasty persisted from the inception of 

the museum (in 1929).” xi Nevertheless why was Rivera the final choice? This question is 

perhaps best answered by examining who was not selected.  

The Mexican Mural Movement of the 1930’s was spear headed by three artists 

Siqueiros, Orozco and Rivera. For the Rockefellers whose purpose was to enter into 

artistic solidarity with Mexico the commission could have been fulfill by any of the three 
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giants of Mexican muralism. However, upon closer examination the choice of Rivera is 

doubtless when we consider Siqueiros’ considerable more radiacal politics4 and Orozco’s 

commitment to critic. Orozco was committed to critiquing his own government and as 

seen in the Darmouth Murals of 1932-1934, in an academic seting such as Dartmouth 

these critiqes of society could be found to have eduactional value. However, in a public 

setting his critical visual representation could be skewd to a deleterious effect. Thus in 

the choice of Rivera, his patrons gained an artistic figure who was the embodiment of the 

contemporary Mexican social and artistic movement as well as an artist who showed 

reverence for context. In addition a professional relationship with would create an 

informal channel of communication between increasingly hostile governements.  

It is important to note that this tremendous patronage is occurring within the 

context of Rivera’s previous body of work. Some of this work is highly critical of the 

actions of American capitalists. Of interest specifically is the unflattering personal 

caricature of John D. Rockefeller Sr., an examination of an early panel entitled Wall 

Street Banquet from the Ministry of Education series depicts a group of wealthy 

American capitalists, including John D. Rockefeller Sr., surrounded by young serpentine 

women whom sip champange, an indication of wealth. While the age disparity between 

the man and women can be viewed as a suggestion of prostitution. 5 John D. Rockefeller 

Sr. sits reading ticker tape which informs them of their accumulating wealth. This is a 

reference to the communist critique of the capitalist model of governance which allows 

the elite class to aquire wealth without being activly engaged in physical labor. Rivera’s 

                                                 
4 Siqueiros was a Stalinist, he also attempted to murder Leon Trotsky.  

5 See Image 7: Rivera: Wall Street Banquet from 1928. 
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depiction of John D. Rockefeller is that of a wisened old man. He is skeletal, with taunt 

skin; he desperatly clutchs the ticker tape, a symbol of his wealth and a cup of water his 

last remaining tie to life. This depiction standing alone would be unflattering to say the 

least. However, when this image is contrasted with the empowering images of sweeping 

social reforms that are present in the majority of the compositions in the Ministry of 

Education panels the result is disasterous. Rockefeller is anti-thesis, he is the symbolic 

representation of everything that the Mexican socialists are defining themselves against.  

When we consider that the Rockefeller Family was one of the first influential 

families to fulfill the potential of globalization, Rivera’s critique of John D. Rockefeller 

Sr. becomes more understandable. According to Ferdinand Lundberg in his book 

America's 60 Families, the Rockefeller influence is evident in Mexico well before the 

Rockefellers interaction with Rivera. Lundberg credits Standard Oil with helping to 

remove Porfirio Diaz from office in 1911 and replacing him with Francisco Madero who 

was in turn "ousted in 1913 and was executed by Victoriano Huerta.” xii While Mexican 

peasants were dying attempting to achieve land reform, it has been suggested that oil 

companies including Standard Oil were influencing governmental affairs at the top level.  

By the 1930’s the spheres of influence had shifted. The intention of the artistic 

diplomacy undertaken on behalf of the Rockefellers was to protect the property and 

industrial oil interests of the family in Mexico at this time. This was achieved with the 

Crossroads commission. Preliminary designs and sketches had been agreed upon. 

However, even this fairly simplistic process had been heavily negotiated and necessitated 

compromise. The intense commission negotiations foreshadowed the tragic destruction 

which was to follow.  
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Unlike his earlier body of work done in the United States Crossroads makes overt 

references to communism. The work is contemplative, asking the audience to ponder the 

idea of a communist government, but it is also provocative. Rivera presents an idyllic 

Communist reality that when contrasted with his perception of capitalism reads as an 

appeal for Communist government over the existing Capitalist system.  

Rivera organizes Crossroads around a framework of scientific imagery. The 

choice of scientific imagery to define the space speaks to Rivera’s view of science as a 

means of explaining the unknown. Rivera viewed technology or the machine, as a driving 

stylistic force in art of the twentieth century. xiii Rivera knew that industrialization would 

change everything. Technology would turn the society of which he was a part of on its 

head, unless it was accepted and incorporated. Rivera, through his travels to the 

industrialized U.S. had seen the rapid changes that industrialization would force.  

Consider the detail of the scholar standing next to an X-ray of his skull. Rivera’s message 

here is clear; science can facilitate understanding.  

As the X-ray provided entry to the physical anatomy hidden beneath the skin so to 

will the scientific framework of the mural provides the means for the audience to see the 

framework underpinning society. Rivera is asking his audience to look deeper. A large 

composite machine made of cogs and wheels as well as two gigantic lenses creates the 

central framework of the mural this structure breaks up and defines the space.  

Intersecting ellipses emanating from gigantic lenses flank either side of the 

composition. Within the giant ellipses are views of the micro and macro universes. One 

ellipse is filled with magnified examinations of cells and bacteria, while the 

accompanying ellipse provides us with views of planets and stars. The micro and macro 
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worlds of the ellipses are reinforced thru the depiction of a microscope and camera 

obscura on either side of the central machinery. The notion of evolution is introduced 

through the recognizable portrait of Charles Darwin, the figure standing adjacent to the 

X-ray machine.6 His presence creates an analogy between the evolution of the natural 

world and the societal evolution that must also occur. In this gargantuan framework of 

machinery we find in the center a worker controlling the machine.  

The worker figure employed by Rivera is representative of all workers. His 

phenotypical characteristics are undeniably Anglo. His central placement in the work is 

suggestive of the importance Rivera places on the worker. From the title of this work we 

are told that Rivera is questioning the role of mankind as embodied through this worker 

figure. The central worker figure honors his role within the composition looking both 

perplexed and fearful as he trepidaciously moves the levers of the fantastic fantasy of 

machine created by Rivers. Although in control of the machine the worker looks fearful 

reflecting the uncertainty of mankind at this moment. 

The centrality of the worker figure suggests that the worker is the driving force in 

society. Rivera has pictorially rendered him in the bowels of the machine; he is in the 

central position between the raw material below him and the finished product that this 

conceptualized machine creates, which is in this instance the two forms of government. 

In the modern era workers operate and thus control the machines we depend upon. Rivera 

emphasizes the relationship between man and machine in Crossroads by depicting the 

worker-figure as dominant, literally in the driver’s seat controlling the machine.  

                                                 
6 Image Five: Crossroads Charles Darwin detail. 
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The given physical characteristics of the worker figure warrant further discussion. 

As we see this worker figure is not derivative of the traditional Mexican social types that 

Rivera molded his work. Rivera’s reliance on traditional Mexican social types arose from 

his desire to create a language that would be instantly assimilated by a non-academic 

audience. Rivera was fearful that his work would not be as readily understood in to 

American context his biographer Bertrum Wolfe as writes that “from his arrival in New 

York City Rivera became obsessed with making his art accessible to the American 

industrial worker. xiv  What better way to achieve this than to model the central figure of 

the composition upon Anglo coloring and features? 

The worker figure Rivera utilizes to connect to his American audience is an 

American industrial worker. This blonde, blue-eyed, Anglo figure can be viewed as 

communicating a subtle critique against the Rockefeller mandated theme of the mural in 

addition to providing a connection. 7 Also the phenotypical characteristics suggest a 

parallel to the Mexican cultural figure Quetzalquatal. In Mexican folklore Quetzalquatal 

is connected with the conquest legend, as a white god who foretells the end of the world. 

Read in the context of this mural, where we see the Quetzalquatal parallel in reference to 

the central worker figure who controls the vast machinery underpinning society, the 

implication is one of a timely caveat. 

 In the predetermined explanation we are provided with from the established title 

we are told that man at the “crossroad” “looking to the choosing of a new and better 

future” the presence of a doomsday figure would render choices as meaningless. The 

                                                 
7 See Image Seven: detail of the central worker figure from Rivera’s 1933 work Crossroads.. 
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future is uncertain at best and the presence of a doomsday god affirms that as; “humanity 

engages in endless struggle to realize its greatest aspirations…it simultaneously realizes 

frustration by its innate fallibility.” xv The figure and his association with Quetzalquatal 

subtly condemns the established concept of the mural while remaining within the initial 

mandated framework.  

The Rockefeller Center commission was different from his other American 

engagements, for up to this point ultimate artistic control had remained in the hands of 

Rivera. His American body of work leading to the Rockefeller Center commission was 

not a simple export of leftist Mexican visual iconography. The murals he crafted were a 

product of his experiences and exposures during his travels in the United States. In 1931 

when the Rockefeller’s extended the commission offer Rivera, he was at the zenith of his 

artistic prowess in the United States. At this point he was undeniably celebrated and 

famous; with commission offers throughout the United States and a spectacular one man 

show that broke all attendance figures for the MOMA.  

Despite his staggering artistic stature Rivera’s political ego had suffering greatly 

in order to achieve these levels of artistic recognition. Rivera was expelled from the 

Communist Party in 1929. By 1933 those who had claimed Rivera “as the outstanding 

example of a Communist artist, living proof that …art could be enriched and fructified by 

the ideas, feelings and participation in the movement” now denounced him as a sell-out . 

xvi Further his American body of work had not met with unanimous approval. The Detroit 

Industry murals had been well received by the elite yet sharply criticized by religious 

American audiences who did not unilaterally support Rivera’s views on science as a new 

form of religion. Rivera’s career, up until 1929 and his travels to the U.S., had been 
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heavily intertwined with the emerging social democratic government of Mexico thus to 

be critiqued for lacking commitment to the social movements he helped craft was as 

tragic to Rivera as denouncing his work on an artistic basis.  

Rivera had been very much radicalized in Europe through his exposure to the 

Russian expatriate community in Paris. In Europe the need for an art which reflected 

social justice was articulated in artistic manifestos. Consider the language of the 

following declaration made by a group of Russian expatriate artists living in Paris during 

Rivera’s Cubist Period from 1913 to 1917 who wrote collectively “[w]e must give art to 

the masses…art must be made to give itself to the workers.” xvii Compare this with the 

language of the SOTPE Manifesto, of which Rivera was a chartering member. SOTPE is 

the acronym for the Sindicato de Obreros Tecnicos, Pintores y Escultores (Union of 

Technical Workers, Painters, and Sculptors) printied in El Machete in 1924.  

“Our social reality is one of transition …. Those who create art must strive to 

include in their work clear ideological propaganda for the people, art armed for combat, 

that makes people aware of their history and their civil rights.” xviii     

From this comparison we find that there are undeniable similarities. These artistic 

manifestos commit the role of the artist to one that is above traditional notions of 

craftsperson.  This comes with the additional requirement of being committed to social 

justice. The manifestos sought to put artists on par with revolutionary political leaders of 

the day. These manifestos are not isolated to the Mexican political consciousness. This 

symbiosis of artistic and political leadership can also be found in the writings of the 

French theologian Andre Breton and his magnum opus of the Surrealist manifesto of 

1924. These manifestos came into being within a relatively short time period and from a 
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diverse cultural spectrum. This indicates a changing cognition where the social, political, 

and artistic goals of society were merging.  

From the beginning many elements of the Crossroads mural were couched in a 

manner which provoked conflict. The architect of the project Raymond Hood had an 

entirely different concept in mind for the role that Rivera was to fulfill. Hood viewed 

Rivera’s role to be one of glorifying Hood’s structure. The commission negotiations were 

expanded to include limitations on the palette and medium, Hood pushing for 

monochromatic neutral tones on canvas, while Rivera insisted on vivid color and bueno 

fresco.  

Additionally the space to be filled did not have any existing structural framing as 

in the Detroit Industry mural series. In this instance the pre-existing framing of the space 

helped to minimize controversy. In Detroit, Rivera created a mural for an existing space 

in an established Neo-Baroque building. The historical influence of the Neo-Baroque 

building enabled the relegation of controversial images into secondary subsidiary panels.8 

Rockefeller Center lacked this historical structural framework. This modern building 

necessitated that Rivera’s composition be composed within one large uninterrupted 

segment. In Detroit the framing of the mural had been more traditional, recalling a 

Christian alter piece or a triptych. The thoroughly modern styling of Rockefeller Center 

did not allow for compartmentalization favoring instead a monolithic panel consistent 

with the modern Neo-Classical architectural style. Thus unlike the Detroit Industry 

murals, Rivera could not utilize the same technique of confining controversial subject 

matter in secondary panels.  

                                                 
8 See Image Eight: Rivera. Detroit Industry Murals of 1931 -32. 
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Rivera’s work from his early career in Europe onward remained grounded in 

contemporary events. The scene in this mural where the worker-leader (Lenin) joins the 

hands of a poor white solider and a poor black American sharecropper refers to the 

segregationist mindset of 1933 America generally. 9 More specifically this figure 

references the contemporary interest that the Communist party had at this time.  

The Scottsboro Case was a history truly stranger than fiction. The matter involved 

a racially segregated America, the Communist party and blatant denial of justice. In this 

case two white girls were allegedly raped by nine black teenagers on a Southern Railroad 

freight train on March 25, 1931.The nine black youths or the Scottsboro Boys as they 

became known where found guilty in a trial that lasted less than two hours without the aid 

of a criminal attorney. xix The predetermined verdict of guilt for the Scottsboro Boys 

illustrated for the world the dual system of Southern justice that existed in the Southern 

United States. Further the dual system of justice that was made evident by the Scottsboro 

Case would be reaffirmed in segregationist America just five years later in the U.S. 

Supreme Court decision Plessey vs. Fergeson in 1938 where the doctrine of “separate but 

equal,” was upheld validating Jim Crow laws of the South. xx   

The Communist Party quickly became involved in the case. They used the 

Scottsboro Boys as a rallying point for the Communist domestic and international 

agenda. The Scottsboro trial prominently showcased that American reality was not one of 

the espoused principals of American democracy which allegedly granted liberty and 

                                                 
9 See Image Two: Lenin detail of Crossroads by Rivera from 1932-33. 
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justice for all. The Communist Party saw the case as an excellent tool for recruiting 

prospective members among southern blacks and northern liberals. This case exposed the 

oppression and suffering that remained for the African American population in the South 

part of 1930’s America.  

Acting as an outside observer Rivera was privileged in the fact that he formed his 

composition independently of the preconceived notions that all citizens hold of their 

respective nations. From this perspective Rivera enjoyed greater freedom to comment on 

all aspects of society, especially those such as the Scottsboro trial that an American artist 

would have instinctively have known to be taboo. Using his immigrated objectivity 

Rivera seized upon this gross disparity within American society and utilizing it for his 

mural by depicted an African American sharecropper figure in his mural.  An additional 

consequence of Rivera’s outsider perspective was that he did not fully comprehend the 

consequences his actions would bring for raising taboo issues.   

While the notion of an American Communist Party is rather comical today, during 

the Great Depression the American Communist Party substantive. The Communist Party 

explained the Great Depression as the failure of capitalist governments. This was a 

persuasive argument as evidenced by the dramatic membership growth of the Communist 

Party during the 1930’s. Before its utter decimation during the H.U.A.C. hearings in the 

nineteen-fifties the American Communists were a party that could not be summarily 

dismissed. Thus for Rivera to align visually with the American Communist Party by 

raising the issue of Scottsboro and latent Northern American racism created a discussion 

of the appropriateness of the mural. 
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  Rivera and the Communist Party used the Scottsboro Boys as an example of 

oppressed victims of capitalist society. The black sharecropper figure in Crossroads is a 

stand in for the oppressed Southern African American population who began to 

experience national and international attention with the Scottsboro Trial. Based on period 

photographs the sharecropper depicted in Crossroads is undeniably the depiction of a 

black Southern sharecropper.10 The Communist involvement in the Scottsboro case 

included large scale demonstrations based mainly at Communist Party headquarters in 

New York City taking place during Rivera’s stay there between 1932 and 1933. 

Since Rivera designed and formatted his mural during this time period suggests 

that the black sharecropper is not a generic figure. Rivera’s African American figure is 

specifically the embodiment of oppressed African-Americans in the Southern United 

States. The Scottsboro Trial was the first national examination of the oppressed condition 

of African-Americans in the South. This illumination by Rivera presented evidence 

which strongly contradicts American mythology of equality and brotherhood. Indeed 

segregation was the name of the game and had been historically since the 1700’s. 

 Repressive slave codes show the very great fear that the American elite had of 

the union of poor blacks and poor whites. In fact it has been argued that America’s 

lengthy racist heritage can be traced to the desire to separate these two groups from one 

another. xxi We must also disregard notions that the issue of segregation does not apply to 

industrialized Northern America. Following the First Great Migration where rural blacks 

left the South for the industrial North racial tensions also migrated. Rivera plays upon 

                                                 
10 See Image Nine: 1930’s photo of a sharecropper. 
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this fear by joining the hands of the white and black man, integrating his painted audience 

and showing the Communist world as one that has achieved integration. The hands of the 

white man joined by Lenin are not the hands of a white sharecropper but instead the 

hands of a World War One solider who is not regionally specific but could have be drawn 

from either the industrialized North of rural South. 

The scene involving the black sharecropper highlights America’s great failure as a 

democratic nation the institution of slavery. An American audience might be willing to 

accept social commentary informed by the historical practice of slavery and perhaps even 

contemporary social disparities. However, this scene was found to be unacceptable on 

two levels. First the racial equality of the scene as a black man and white man are joined 

together went against the common practice of segregation achieved formally with legal 

codes in the segregated South and the de facto segregated North. Second beyond this 

radical racial equality, the white solider and black sharecropper, are joined together under 

Lenin who acts as a Communist leader. The black sharecropper figure is akin to the white 

Russian peasant who achieved equality by revolting against the elite Tsarist system 

implying revolution. 

Rivera has made a clear analogy as the white Russian liberated himself from a 

government which failed him so too must the black man liberate himself from the current 

American government which has failed him. The oppressed black sharecroppers must 

join other oppressed groups under Communism to create a workers utopia. According to 

the Communist Manifesto written by Karl Marx and Max Engles, workers utopia under 

Communism can only be achieved through revolution and class struggle.xxii  
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The visual dialog of American race relations and political economy that Rivera 

created would have, if it had not been destroyed, challenged American audiences to a 

spectacular degree. Rivera paints as a talented editorialist would craft a persuasive essay. 

He anticipates the objections of those who would oppose his argument, acknowledges 

their perspective and in the end strengthens his visual message by nullifying their 

objections. For example his foreseeing that an American audience would never wholly 

embrace a depiction of a harmonious and idealized Communist state rendered alone. 

Rivera strengthens the overall message of the mural by juxtaposing images of unity 

drawn from his perception of contemporary Communist states, against contemporary 

events that depict the Capitalist form of government in an unflattering light. For the 

Capitalist elements Rivera has chosen to focus on for this mural are scenes of protesting 

and rioting occurring in America during the Great Depression. These actions were the 

result of failing agricultural policies which the Communists cited as symptomatic failings 

of an overall failure of the capitalist form of government. Rivera’s position is clear and 

evident by virtue of the fact that the political principals of Rivera’s admiration are 

depicted favorably while that which Rivera does not support is pictorially condemned.  

    Through the main scientific framework of the machine which extends through 

the central corridor of the mural are there are two giant ellipses created by two great 

lenses. Following the ellipses towards their point of origin at the lenses the space between 

the two lenses and below the central worker figure is filled with fruit bearing plants. The 

plants are rooted in Earth and this symbolic of Rivera’s contention that all riches come 

from the earth. Rivera’s depiction of earth and plants also reinforces the scientific theme 

of the work. Land remains an important subject even if it is placed second to industry in 
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Crossroads. The value of land is referenced and the importance of land can also be seen 

as a lingering principal of the Mexican revolution which was centered on land reform. 

This creates a valid parallel in the context of the sharecropper figure that like the 

Mexican peasant was desperately in need of agrarian reform adding to the analogous 

relationship of the American sharecropper and the Mexican peasant. 

The practice of sharecropping is when husband and wife or sometimes even entire 

families farm land that they do not own and split the profits with the share holders. In the 

South this practice was known to be highly exploitative and essentially a form of neo-

slavery. Increased agricultural technology in the 1930’s began to force black share 

croppers off these lands leaving them without any means of creating a livelihood and thus 

this group was totally failed by a government that allegedly existed for their 

protection.xxiii     

  The framing ellipses employed by Rivera serve to focus the attention of the 

viewer and organize the information presented. The ellipses focus the viewers’ attention 

on the central worker figure, who is placed at the central intersection the two ellipses. 

The ellipses extend outward extending through the central sphere.  The ellipses also 

create segmented space between the intersecting angles of the ellipses. This prominent 

space is filled by two important scenes on either side of the central worker. On one side 

of the central worker figure, Lenin joins the hands of a poor white solider and a poor 

black sharecropper figure. 11  

  Another important device in this mural is Rivera’s use of a teacher figure and an 

audience depicted within the mural. The teacher figure and contemplative audience flank 

                                                 
11 See Image Two: Lenin detail of Crossroads. 
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the mural on either side of the great lenses. 12 Rivera’s painted audience sits in 

contemplation, to reinforce the notion of the mural as a pictorial lesson and to affirm the 

presence of teaching. This is art to contemplate, to inspire and eventually to move to 

action and promote change. For Rivera art could never be the decorative enhancements 

that were originally sought for the space he was to fill at Rockefeller Center.  The idea of 

teaching a lesson is an essential to Rivera. He has stated repeatedly that his intention was 

for a transformative work. xxiv The transformative or teaching element of Rivera’s work 

can be traced to his career development during the Mexican revolution where murals 

where the pictorial teaching devices of the revolution to a highly illiterate populace.   

Outside the central core of the mural we are presented with scenes of 

contemporary America. There are additional images flanking both sides of the central 

core. One side provides views of the socialist world and the other side depictions of the 

capitalist world. Under the capitalist form of government soldiers march off to war, as 

planes fly over head, soldiers carry pointed bayonets and wear gas masks. This scene 

unfolds against the intersection of this scene and one of the framing ellipses the one that 

is filled with depictions of cells and bacteria that Rivera modeled on contamination and 

disease. In the opposite corner workers of the socialist nation are joined together as a 

cohesive group in body and voice. They are depicted living in such harmony that they 

burst into song. In the final analysis we are left with the understanding that brotherhood 

and peaceful unity is the path to the future, the goodness of the Communist world is 

affirmed through the visual affiliation of the Communist world with the ellipse containing 

the heavenly bodies.  Another juxtaposition of the socialist and capitalist world’s shows 

                                                 
12 See Image Five: Charles Darwin detail of Crossroads.  
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healthy socialist girls engaged in exercise against a depiction of starving workers striking 

who are violently repressed by members of the equestrian police readily identifiable and 

unified by their dark blue uniforms. 13 The use of equestrian police is note worthy as 

mounted police are reminiscent of the knights who enforced the feudal Tsarist system. 

Rivera was well aware of the feudal tradition and the role of landed aristocracy. 

Additionally he was aware of the role of the feudal lord and how this relationship 

between the lord and fief precipitated the Russian Communist Revolution.  

Rivera presents his audience with multiple viewpoints concurrently this practice 

reflects Rivera’s exposure to modern art in Europe from 1913 to 1919.xxv Although the 

work is figural the mural as a whole does not have one central focal point. The absence of 

a central focal point is suggestive of Rivera’s Cubist period employing the Cubist process 

where an object or a theme is analyzed from multiple viewpoints. Rivera’s composition 

utilizes seemingly unrelated scenes and multiple viewpoints within the mural this recalls 

the practice of photo montage. Rivera was part of the European modernist movement and 

trained under the emerging movements of cubism, collage, and photo-montage. Although 

Rivera would abandon formal Cubism in favor of a figurative and more readily 

understandable style, his work would retain modern influences in composition and style 

as we see here with the incorporation of multiple perspectives to create a singular 

cohesive panel. Although the multiple scenes form one unified image there is tension 

between the images created by their proximity to one another. 14  

                                                 
13 See Image Ten: striking workers detail of Crossroads by Rivera from 1932-33. 

 

14 See Image Eleven: detail of nightclub scene. 
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The tensions within the mural are most readily seen in the relationship between 

the nightclub scene and the striking workers. The bourgeoisie rich sit occupied and 

satisfied, enjoying their privileged comfortable status within society. Rivera immediately 

presents his audience with notions of rank and hierarchy within society by depicting the 

nightclub patrons as removed and elevated. Equality and solidarity characterize the 

depiction of the striking workers. They are united by their common foes of hunger and 

impoverishment. The striking workers have their eyes wide open and direct their gaze 

steadfastly toward the elites in the nightclub scene.  

Within the nightclub scene there is no interest on the part of the nightclub patrons 

to engage the strikers. This elite group sits in isolation further removing themselves 

through their posturing, their backs are turned away from the adjacent scene and their 

focus is directed centrally concentrating on the vices at play in the interior of the 

nightclub. Every figure in the night club scene has his or her eyes closed, refusing to 

engage the adjacent striking workers. These elite figures are totally unapologetic for their 

elite status removed and isolated from the traumatic events which are simultaneously 

occurring. This is an example of the tension which characterizes the mural.  

In the Crossroads nightclub scene Rivera has depicted the America bourgeoisie 

enjoying a decadent lifestyle. They sip champagne, while being served on a silver tray by 

a formally attired maid, uniformed in the traditional manner in plain cloth black dress 

with white collar and cuffs. The women of the capitalist world are the only women 

wearing any jewelry in the entire mural. Their jewelry functions as a status symbol 

affirming their affluent lifestyle. However, wedding rings are noticeably absent from the 
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hands of both women and men. This is suggestive of questionable moral practices. In the 

dark background an older man is seen desperately clutching and kissing the hand of an 

unseen woman. The attire of the women is rather provocative for this time period and the 

age difference between the men and women leads us to believe that these are neither 

wives nor daughters. There is an implicit suggestion of adultery and sexual disease. 

Gambling is also evident in the card game that fills the foreground of this scene.15. There 

are degenerate card sharks in the forefront, while the background consists of couples 

closely intertwined dancing. The placement of this scene in relation to other scenes of the 

mural reinforces Rivera’s condemning view of American elite society as a group that 

functions at the expense of the working class. The nightclub scene is situated beneath an 

elliptical microcosm which contains images of cells and tissue Rivera modeled after 

disease cells, bacteria and decaying tissue. The parallel between the degenerative tissue 

and the bourgeoisie is that both will eventually destroy their hosts.xxvi  Rivera’s message 

is clear: the elite are parasitic feeding off the work of the laborers without concern for 

society as a whole.  

The message of Crossroads is not one of idealized capitalism. Collectively the 

scenes refrain from openly suggesting a Communist revolution but only just by offering 

only a comparison between two worlds the socialist and the capitalist. Given these 

elements the mural in the eyes of both Rivera and Rockefeller could only be interpreted 

in one way: as an open invitation to embrace Communism in America. Through repeated 

analogies and parallels there emerge threatening implications associated with revolution. 
                                                 
15 See Image Eleven: detail of nightclub scene. 
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Rivera’s commentary on American society and perhaps even an appeal for Communism 

could have been tolerated; however, given the implied violence inherent to revolution 

Rivera had tapped into a foundational American fear of black rebellion. This fear which 

has been with America from the moment the first slave was brought ashore was 

especially real during the Great Depression as times became more desperate and there 

was a greater concentration of urban black populations that began to coalesce following 

the First Great Urban Migration of southern blacks to the industrialized North. 

The analogies in the work, between Russians peasants and American poor and 

Mexican peasants and the American poor, contain violent implications.  These could not 

be tolerated by one of America’s premier industrialist families made rich by both 

American capitalism and democracy. Nelson Rockefeller’s political ambitions placed 

additional limitations on the work for his public legacy must maintain artistic legitimacy 

and avoid any association with Communist propaganda. While his industrialist patrons 

were willing to grant Rivera a large degree of artistic freedom there was a limit to his 

creative control. This limit was realized not through dialog but instead through failures to 

compromise on the part of both Rivera and the Rockefeller Family.  When the socialist 

and capitalist comparison transformed into an undeniable appeal for Communism, 

Rivera’s work was halted. The inabilities of both parties to compromise lead to the 

eventual destruction of Crossroads, which was nearly completed. 

The Communist party condemned him as a sellout for earning money by working 

for capitalist patrons. Yet the work that Rivera produces for his capitalist patrons was 

challenging and critical of American capitalist society. Rivera’s alignment with the 
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Rockefeller and other wealthy American capitalists can also be viewed as a great 

achievement. Through these associations Rivera was granted the opportunities to reach 

audiences, such as large numbers of American workers, who might not ever have been 

exposed to the socialist ideas, which are present in Rivera’s work.   

Man at the Crossroads Looking to the Future with Hope and Vision to the 

Choosing of a New and Better Future is a complex mural which synthesizes a variety of 

different themes, new developments in style and training as well as unique social types 

drawn from Rivera’s American experiences. Rivera’s commentary on nineteen- thirties 

America would not ender him to American audiences. His views of America in 

Crossroads ultimately ended his career as a mural painter in America. Rivera’s American 

body of work is a commentary on American society as no American could have ever told 

the story.  

Rivera’s association of African Americans as being analogous to the Mexican 

peasant in their shared need of revolution would have been jarring to American 

sensibilities. A majority of Americans would like to dismiss tragedy of slavery as a 

singular historical wrong. The typical American mindset is one that views slavery as a 

historical wrong dealt with entirely by the Civil War. Rivera’s use of a black 

sharecropper figure illustrated that the problems of slavery still persisted. Blacks were 

poor, oppressed and failed by the capitalist system as clearly shown in the Scottsboro 

trial; poor whites had also been failed by the system. The union of these two aggrieved 

groups was most fearful to the elite.  
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In Crossroads Rivera was proselytizing on behalf of communism, his enthusiasm 

for communism was not appreciated in a capitalist society. Given the violence inherent to 

class struggle and revolution which would be required to transition into a Communist 

form of government Rivera played upon a foundational fear of black rebellion through 

the use of his sharecropper figure. This figure as well as the communist dimensions of the 

mural read in its entirety created a visual message that crossed the bounds of artistic 

freedom as defined by Rockefeller. Once the limits of Rivera’s artistic freedom were 

known and he refused to compromise, the mural was destroyed. The destruction was a 

failure on the part of both Rivera and the Rockefellers ironically in the end their views 

were fairly succinct both parties would rather have the mural destroyed than compromise 

the murals integrity as a whole. The Rockefellers as patrons could have hired another 

artist to finish the mural and alter the offending portions. The fact remains that they did 

not. A simple alteration of a minor detail could not make Crossroads anything other than 

the pictorial endorsement of Communism that Rivera had intended it to be.  
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Image One: Man at the Crossroads Looking to the Future with Hope and Vision to the 
Choosing of a New and Better Future by Diego Rivera from 1932-1933.  

 

 

Image Two: Lenin detail of Crossroads by Rivera from 1932-33. 
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Image Three: marching soldiers detail of Crossroads by Rivera from 1932-33. 

 

 

Image Four: singing workers detail of Crossroads by Rivera from 1932-33. 
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Image Five: Charles Darwin and the X-ray detail of Crossroads by Rivera from 1932-33. 

 

 

Image Six: Orozco. “The Departure of Quetzalcoatl,” Dartmouth College: 1932.   
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Image Seven: central worker figure detail of Crossroads by Rivera from 1932-33. 

 

Image Eight: Detroit Industry Murals from 1931-1932.  
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Image Nine: 1930’s photo of a black sharecropper. Library of Congress Prints and 

Photographs Division Washington, D.C.  

 

Image Ten: striking workers detail of Crossroads by Rivera from 1932-33. 
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Image Eleven: nightclub detail of Crossroads by Rivera from 1932-33. 
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Image Twelve: Wall Street Banquet by Diego Rivera from 1928.  
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